AUTOMOBILE REPAIR OR MAINTENANCE
WATCHMAKING OR REPAIR
SHOEMAKING OR LEATHER WORKING
CARPET INSTALLATION, FINISHING, OR TRIMMING
SPECIALIZED TO MINING OR MINER'S USE, E.G., MINER'S CANDLESTICK
HOUSE PAINTING, PAPER HANGING, OR GLAZING
FISHING
ELECTRICAL CONNECTION FORMING OR WIRE PREPARATION
FOR STOVE, RANGE, OR FURNACE USE
COOKING, BAKING, OR KITCHEN FOOD PREPARATION
ROLLING PIN, COMBINED OR CONVERTIBLE
WITH CULINARY FORK
WITH KNIFE OR CUTTER MEANS
WEEDING, GARDENING, OR LIGHT AGRICULTURAL OR EARTHWORKING USE
PITCH FORK
SPODE OR SHOVEL
SPECIALIZED TO WIRE FENCE INSTALLATION OR REPAIR
POCKETKNIFE TYPE
WITH GAUGE OR OTHER MEASURING MEANS, E.G., RULER, LEVEL, ETC.
WITH ABRASIVE SHARPENING MEANS
THIMBLE AND THREAD CUTTER
SHINGLE GAUGE ON HATCHET, HAND AXE, OR HAMMER
WITH BUTTON HOOK OR SHOE HORN
WITH BUTTON HOOK OR SHOE HORN
WITH BUTTONG HOOK OR SHOE HORN
MULTIATING ERASER COMBINED WITH BURNISHER
PLIER TYPE
WITH RECEPTACLE OPENER OR CLOSURE REMOVER
WITH TOOL OR PLIER HANDLE
WITH TOOL PIVOTED TO PLIER
WITH CLOTH OR PLIER HANDLE
...NIPPER
...SHEAR
...WITH CLOTH OR PLIER HANDLE
...WITH CLOTH OR PLIER HANDLE
...WITH CLOTH OR PLIER HANDLE
...WITH CLOTH OR PLIER HANDLE
...WITH CLOTH OR PLIER HANDLE
WRENCH

ADJUSTABLE, E.G., MONKEY WRENCH, PIPE WRENCH, ETC.
...AND BRACE
...WITH CUTTER
HATCHET, OR ADZ HEAD
...FIXED FORM
...INTEGRAL
HACKSAW FRAME TYPE
WITH GAUGE OR OTHER MEASURING MEANS, E.G., RULER, LEVEL, ETC.
RECEPTACLE OPENER OR CLOSURE REMOVER
.CAN OPENER CUTTER
...WITH TEAR STRIP PULLER
...WITH CORKSCREW
...CORKSCREW
...WITH CLOTH OR PLIER HANDLE
PIPE OR TUBE END FORMER AND/OR CUTTER
CUTTER COMBINED WITH OTHER TOOL OR TOOLS
.BRUSH HOOK AND AXE
.DESCRIPT USE TOOL, E.G., LETTER OPENER, PENCIL SHARPENER, ETC.
...WITH HOOK
...WITH MEANS SPECIALIZED TO MANICURE USE
...WITH GAUGE OR OTHER MEASURING MEANS, E.G., RULER, LEVEL, ETC.
WITH GAUGE OR OTHER MEASURING MEANS, E.G., RULER, LEVEL, ETC.
...WITH SCREWDRIVER
CROWBAR OR PRYBAR
HOLDERS OR HANDLES
FOR PIVOTED TOOLS
INTEGRAL
MISCELLANEOUS

CROSS-REFERENCE ART COLLECTIONS
RESILIENT PIVOT
MAGNETIC FEATURE
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